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Summary:

GameWize: Making English Fun! With Microsoft Office features fun and simple activities that will excite and entertain students in any classroom. Using Microsoft Excel and PowerPoint, Making English Fun! teaches students that not all learning has to come straight from textbooks, and shows teachers that new technologies, such as interactive whiteboards and projectors, are changing the way children are taught.

With these fun competitive games, students will master skills in order to surge ahead of their competition. The easily customisable game templates included on the accompanying CD-ROM will have teachers understanding, using and enjoying Making English Fun! almost as much as their students.

Take advantage of the activities in GameWize: Making English Fun! with Microsoft Office, and get your students to enjoy mathematics for the rest of their academic careers.

Supporting Resources:

- GameWize: Making Maths Fun! With Microsoft Office (VIS1241)
- GameWize: Making Science Fun! With Microsoft Office (VIS1258)
- Interactive Activities for the Classroom: Whiteboards and Projectors P-2 (VIS1296)
- Interactive Activities for the Classroom: Whiteboards and Projectors 3-6 (VIS3827)
- Getting the Most Out of Your Interactive Whiteboard: A Practical Guide (EYE9843)